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Katimavik is a not-for-profit organization with 40 years of experience designing and 
implementing programs that address community needs and fosters youth development. 

Katimavik provides youth with a transformative experience to help them become leaders of 
active reconciliation, agents of change equipped with 21st century life skills, contributors to 

an eco-friendly and sustainable world and advocates for inclusiveness and diversity. 

VOLUNTEER PLACEMENT PARTNERSHIP

In order to achieve our goals and to provide youth with real life 
experiences, Katimavik partners with community organizations 
to offer mutually-beneficial volunteer opportunities.  

The reciprocal relationship between Katimavik and community 
partners is a win-win opportunity for everyone involved. The 
partner organization benefits from volunteer work to advance a 
project and the volunteer benefits from a significant learning 
opportunity, while developing valuable, transferable 
employment skills. Both the partner and volunteer also benefit 
by providing valuable services to the community. 

Katimavik’s approach goes beyond volunteering, by imparting an innovative pedagogical 
approach known as service-learning. This approach aims to empower and educate the 
volunteer throughout their period of service, providing them with valuable skills to carry 
forward to their personal and professional lives and inspiring a lifelong commitment to civic 
engagement.  

Katimavik welcomes partnership requests from all community organizations. The following 
are criteria assessed for selecting our valuable partners:  

 The volunteers will be given a specific role, task, or project to work on.

 The work will provide a positive and realistic experience for the volunteers.

 The work will allow the volunteers to acquire personal and professional skills.

 The organization’s staff is available to supervise the volunteers.

 Appropriate safety measures are in place at the workplace.

 The tasks assigned to volunteers do not take work away from the local workforce.

 Projects the volunteers work on must be consistent with Katimavik values.

 The organization is willing to take an active role and interest in the work being done

by Katimavik volunteers and embrace Katimavik’s service-learning model.

“Katimavik is becoming 
increasingly important, not only 
in enabling us to do our job but 
also in keeping the spirit of 
volunteerism alive, by training a 
new generation of young people 
as future volunteer community 
builders.” 

- Berlinda Ferguson, President,
Dance Nova Scotia, Halifax 
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KATIMAVIK VOLUNTEERS 

Katimavik Volunteers are Canadian youth from all regions and demographics of the country.  
While they may or may not have previous work experience, they are highly motivated by 
their desire to learn and become engaged as active citizens in their communities.  Each 
volunteer has completed a medical form attesting that they are in good health and have met 
the requirements of a criminal background check.  As part of their Katimavik experience, all 
volunteers are striving to develop language skills in both official languages.  

A new focus for Katimavik projects is to make a significant contribution to Truth and 
Reconciliation in Canada. Volunteers will be learning about Indigenous people in Canada 
and looking to make a contribution towards Indigenous-led reconciliation in your 
community. If this is something your organization is also interested in, we can work to 
support this, as well as your day-to-day work. 

TYPES OF VOLUNTEER WORK 

Community organizations can improve, increase and diversify services offered locally 
through the volunteering done by Katimavik participants. Some of the ways that Katimavik 
volunteers can lend their skills include: 

 Manual work (sorting clothes, renovation, maintenance);

 Environmental initiatives (park clean-up, community

gardens);

 Customer service (front desk, sales, food services);

 Leading focus groups or team building activities;

 Communications (public relations, fundraising, promotion);

 Offer assistance or counselling to specific groups or

individuals;

 Office work (reception, computer work, filing);

 Assistance with one-time special events.

Contact us to learn more about establishing a Katimavik partnership with your 
community organization! 

Linh Nguyen, National Experience Program Supervisor - Eastern Canada
lnguyen@katimavik.org

Cristina Roos, National Experience Program Supervisor - Western Canada
croos@katimavik.org

Together, we can create stronger communities.

“I have been impressed with 
the quality of the volunteers 
that I have met through this 
program. I believe that the 
Katimavik youth are acting 
as role-models for many of 
their peers.” 

- Nicole Schiebel, Coordinator,
Éco-Quartier NDG, Montréal, QC 
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